
PODCAST ON BASSOON

Hello.  I'm Erik Nielsen.  I'm a professional composer and Senior Mentor at 

Music-COMP, formerly known as the Vermont MIDI Project.  This is the third in a 

series of podcasts designed to help you compose for specific instruments and ensembles. 

We're concentrating on instruments that get relatively little attention and today our focus 

is the bassoon.   Along with the bass clarinet, bassoon has the lowest range of all the 

commonly used woodwinds and it's the bass instrument of the standard woodwind 

quintet.  Like its cousin the oboe, the bassoon is a double-reed instrument.  The sound is 

produced by the player blowing through the double reed mouthpiece held between the 

lips.  This plus the over eight feet of tubing within its long cylindrical body account for 

the unique sound of the bassoon.  I always think it sounds like a cross between a human 

voice and an animal cry.

The bassoon has a very large range with its lowest note the B flat just over two 

octaves below middle C and its highest note the E flat an octave and a third above 

middle C.  As a result, bassoonists, like cellists, need to be able to read three clefs:  bass 

clef for the lowest octave and a half or so; tenor clef for the notes just above and below 

middle C; and treble clef for its highest register.  However, you can probably get away 

with just using bass clef unless the notes are consistently above middle C, at which point 

you can switch to treble clef.

The bassoon is extremely versatile.  It often functions as the bass voice in an 

ensemble, but that only begins to describe its uses.  Its ability to play bouncy staccato 

notes has enabled composers to use it humorously, as in Paul Dukas' famous The 

Sorcerer's Apprentice.   However, it can also play fast lines either legato or staccato as 

well as slow melodies.  Its lowest notes can sound ominous or dramatic while its 

uppermost register has a thin plaintive quality.  In between, the bassoon is also capable 

of playing a legato line that can sound like a tenor or baritone voice.

Our first musical example comes from a work entitled, appropriately enough, The 

Bassoon's Day Out, written by high school junior Sean Nealon for Opus 18 in 2009. 

The piece was composed for a quintet of oboe, bassoon and string trio, but as the title 

suggests, the bassoon plays a prominent role throughout the work.  Here it is playing a 

solo in the middle of the piece that shows off the instrument's ability to perform a 

lyrical, legato melody in its middle and lower range.  (PLAY THE BASSOON'S DAY 

OUT 2'-2' 25”.)  In the other excerpt from the piece we get to hear the bassoon playing 

the melody, again legato, within the full ensemble.  This excerpt comes from the end of 

the piece.  (PLAY THE BASSOON'S DAY OUT 3' 04”-3' 30”.)

Our other work for bassoon is very different.  It's called Assembly Line and it 

was written for Opus 16 in 2008 by Tim Woos, a 15-year old.  Tim is not only a fine 

composer, he's also a first-rate bassoonist so he's well aware of the instrument's many 

capabilities.  His image for the piece was of the different sounds made by a factory 

producing something very interesting.  As a result, Assembly Line contains pretty much 

the full range of the bassoon's techniques from staccato to legato, highest to lowest 



notes, with everything in between, including some remarkable special effects.  In the 

section we're about to hear, you'll notice the quick changes of register from low to high 

and back as well as rapid switches from a comical staccato sound to lightning-fast legato 

runs.  You can also hear the big range of sound color possibilities from the reedy bass 

notes to the thinner but more expressive high notes.  Here it is.  (PLAY ASSEMBLY 

LINE 29”-1'08”.)

For other examples of music in which the bassoon figures prominently, there are 

many from which to choose.  I've already mentioned The Sorcerer's Apprentice by 

Paul Dukas.  Two other very famous examples both come from Russia.  There's the 

opening of Igor Stravinsky's Rite of Spring which is a wonderful example of a high 

bassoon solo.  I'm convinced Stravinsky got the idea from Modeste Mussorgsky's great 

opera Boris Godunov which also opens with a high bassoon solo.  Many performances 

of this opera use Rimsky-Korsakov's re-orchestrated version in which the solo is played 

by English horn, but Stravinsky knew and loved the original bassoon opening. 

I hope you can see from these excerpts why bassoon has been a favorite among 

composers for hundreds of years.  Its versatility of sound and techniques allows it to 

sound like a human voice singing one moment and like an angry duck the next.  It's 

capable of playing slowly and expressively in any range as well as very nimbly on fast 

scale passages and arpeggios, either staccato or legato.  It can play as a solo instrument, 

as you've just heard, or as a member of an ensemble of just about any type.   And don't 

overlook its ability to carry the bass line beautifully and effectively.  Bassoonists are 

adventurous and always like to learn new music, so consider writing some.  

 If you want to learn more about this great instrument, check out the website of 

Rachael Elliot, the bassoonist you've heard on our excerpts today at her website 

w  ww.bassoonproject.org  .  Next time we'll take up the double reed cousin of the bassoon, 

the oboe.  I hope you can join me.


